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Jaguar leads glut of luxury cars in 2016
Paul Hudson

Our experts and
columnists look
forward to the key
new cars and
standout events of
what promises to be
a bumper year for
British drivers
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Steve Huntingford
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The heater had a
catastrophic effect
on the car’s range
a well-controlled ride seem more
likely. Either way, we’ll let you know
in January.
It will be a little longer before we
can come to a conclusion about just
what’s going to replace the internal

combustion engine in the long run.
But with the Toyota Mirai and Honda
FCV set to join the Hyundai ix35
Fuel Cell on sale in the UK in 2016,
and Tesla expanding its all-electric
line-up to include the Model X SUV
and the more affordable Model 3, this
is a very exciting time for alternative
fuel vehicles.
I’ve got to admit that until recently
I was an electric car sceptic – blame
a cold December weekend with a
Nissan Leaf where I had to drive it
in overcoat, scarf and gloves due to
the catastrophic effect running the
heater had on the already small range.
However, the technology seems to be
advancing rapidly now, and in the next
12 months many major manufacturers
will reveal details of their own
electric plans.

Pace attack: Jaguar
has the chance to
prove it’s a major
player with its first
SUV, the F-Pace,
above; Porsche
won the Le Mans
24 Hours with its
919 Hybrid, left, so
expect some of
that technology to
filter down to the
cars we drive
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n 2016 we should finally get
answers to two questions that
have hung in the air since Noah
was in short trousers. Does Jaguar
have what it takes to become a major
player? And are battery-electric or
hydrogen fuel-cell cars the future?
With the first, I fully expect the
answer to be a resounding yes,
because Jaguar is introducing
the one type of car that’s almost
guaranteed to fly out of showrooms
– an SUV. Add in the fact that this
new F-Pace trounces all rivals, bar
the Porsche Macan, in the looks
department, and it has the potential
to double the company’s sales,
despite being saddled with a name
that’s the automotive equivalent of
Tami-Lynn.
True, the F-Pace could yet turn
out to be so bad to drive that it scares
buyers off. But given Jaguar’s recent
track record, crisp handling and
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Chris Knapman

Andrew English

Delayed: Honda’s NSX hybrid supercar still looks enticing – we still can’t wait to try it

olkswagen? Enough said on
this, perhaps, but clearly
when we finally learn what
went on and how and why, there
will be lessons to learn.
My 1939 Peugeot motorcycle
is now running, with a magneto
spark you could weld with, and
I’m planning to ride it to its native
St Malo in France next May. Also
my Triumph TR rally car is almost
finished, so a navigation rally of some
sort beckons this year.
Cars I’m looking forward to
include Ford’s Focus RS, with lots of
power and four-wheel drive – it will
be interesting to see if it’s as good as
its specification suggests. In a similar
vein is BMW’s M2, which debuts in
two weeks. Since its less powerful
sister, the M235i, is one of the most
perfect expressions of power and
balance, will more be more, or less?
Clearly a new Mercedes E-class

M

y track record in predicting
the future is poor. Last
year I said Jenson Button
would win the Formula One World
Championship driving for McLarenHonda, and that Honda itself would
have a mammoth year, topped off by
the new NSX supercar. As it turned
out, Button suffered the ignominy of
trundling around at the back of the

Honda, flushed with
embarrassment, will
come up trumps in
Formula One in 2016

Legends: Jenson Button will come good,
but the Ford Focus RS will cause havoc

grid, but at least he did more miles
than anybody managed in an NSX,
which has been delayed more times
than my commuter train.
I also relished the opportunity
to drive anything to emerge from
the rebooted Alfa Romeo from the
middle of the year, which turned
out to be nothing.
However, rather than consign
my predictions to poor judgment,
I am merely going to carry them
over. Because, actually, everything
that I claimed would happen
in 2015 could well come true

V

this year instead. Honda, flushed
with embarrassment at 2015’s
performance, will come up trumps
over the winter, allowing Button to
do the business. We will finally drive
an NSX for more than three minutes.
And Alfa pulls its finger out and
does something.
I suppose I should make a few new
predictions, too. So, a scandal-hit
Volkswagen will bounce back, with
sales in the UK stronger than ever by
the middle of the year. And rumours
of other companies employing the
same kind of defeat devices to cheat
emissions tests will subside (also,
numerous polls will be released
suggesting that people didn’t really
care anyway).
What else? Ford will be forced
to remove the “drift” mode from
its new Focus RS as owners cause
all kinds of havoc in empty car
parks. And despite claiming to care
about the environment, buyers will
pretend not to notice developments
in electric and fuel-cell cars, and
instead pour money into luxury SUVs
from Bentley, Jaguar and Maserati.

iser people than I keep
saying the bubble will
burst, but the classic car
market continues to go from strength
to strength.
We’ll be following the first big
auctions of the year during the
fantastic Retromobile show in Paris.
The large auction houses such as
Bonhams and RM Sotheby’s will all
be holding sales between February
3 and 7 and there are already some
outstanding consignments – I’d eat
my hat (if I had one) if prices don’t
continue to escalate.
I’m also looking forward to this
year’s Le Mans 24 Hours, the 84th
running of the world’s greatest race.
One would do well to study how
the Automobile Club de l’Ouest
continues to make it as relevant as
it is exciting. Witness the amazing
performance with economy of the
cars, not to mention the incredible
tyre life that’s attained while lap
speeds rise.
There’s also a new LMP3 prototype
class, aimed at making endurance
racing more affordable and therefore
more enticing to smaller teams.
Porsche’s victory in the premier
LMP1 class in 2015 won’t be taken
lightly by serial Le Mans winner
(and fellow VW Group brand) Audi,
while former world champion
Toyota will be aiming to come up
with something special after the
disappointment of last year’s race.
There’s also the intense battle in
the production-based GT classes,
with the return of works Ford
cars (above) to take on established
manufacturers such as Aston Martin,
Corvette, Ferrari and Porsche.
My greatest hope for 2016,
however, is that our insurer will be
able to provide affordable cover for
me to be able to drive some of the
greatest classic road cars ever made
so that I can continue to bring you
the stories and video on them.

Rally good: English has been burning the
midnight oil to prepare his Triumph

is worth looking forward to. After
all, this business express is the
company’s best car, makes it the
most money and uses the most
research and development budget.
A big step forward has been made
inside and we’ll see the whole car at
the Detroit motor show next week.
Fuel cells are now being taken
seriously by the Government, and
I’m expecting an announcement
from Audi soon with a serious
contender in the market rather than
the daft hybrid concepts it’s so far
teased us with. I’m hoping BMW
will be producing something
based on the i3, or
possibly the mooted i5
SUV, and we’re
also waiting for
Mercedes to
show its
hand.

